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2 EAST TEXAS HISTORICAL ASSOCIATION
BOOKS REVIEWED
Sibley, Lone Stars and State Gazettes: Texas Newspapers before the Civil War,
by Max S. Lale
Weber, The Mexican Frontier, 1821-1846, by D. S. Chandler
Rosenbaum, Mexicano Resistance in the Southwest, by Felix D. Almaraz, Jr.
Henson, Juan Davis Bradburn, by Marilyn M. Sibley
Raymond, Captain Lee Hall of Texas, by Ben Procter
Amis, Emory Rains 1800-1878, by Kenneth Ray Estes
Parrish, Between Loaded Guns, by Maury Darst
Smyrl, Poley Morgan: Son of a Texas Scalawag, by Maury Darst
Committee on History & Tradition of the State Bar of Texas, Centennial History
oj the Texas Bar 1882-1982, by Cooper K. Ragan
Whisenhunt, A Chronological History of Smith County, Texas, by Bob Bowman
Bomar, Texas Weather, by James Smallwood
Linsley & Rienstra, Beaumont, A Chronicle of Promise, by J. M. Tanner
Holden, Lambshead Belore Interwoven, by Duncan G. Muckclroy
Matthews, Interwoven: A Pioneer Chronicle, by Duncan G. Muckelroy
Stowers. The Unsinkable Titanic Thompson, by Bill O'Neal
May, Marvin Jones, by James E. Fickle
Ransom, The Conscience of the University and Other Essays, by William R.
Johnson
Ash, Protestantism and the American University, by Jerry M. Self
Thompson. Tried as By Fire, by Jerry M. Self
Erisman & Etulain, Filty Western Writers, by Lee Schultz
Jones, Tomorrow is Another Day, by Staley Hitchcock
Kyvig & Marty, Nearby History, by Susanne Starling
Dcnhardt, Foundation Dams of the American Quaner Horse, by F. Lee Lawrence
Rulon. The Compassionate Samaritan, by Anthony Champagne
Metcalf & Downey, Using Local History in the Classroom, by Beth Arganbright
Bowman, The Best of East Texas II, by Archie P. McDonald
